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The ABBA Show
Bio
The ABBA Show is an authentic and truly magical tribute to the iconic ABBA. With over 600 million records sold, the original ABBA
lives on forever – and seeing The ABBA Show live on stage brings the visual and vocal memories to life.
Established for over 15 years, their sound is authentic and the show is visually stimulating with costume changes and fun dance
routines. Performing all of the 70's ABBA songs that fans remember – with all the music and the glamour - “Dancing Queen”,
“Waterloo”, “Take a Chance On Me”, “Super Trouper”, “Voulez Vous”, “Gimme Gimme Gimme”, and other famous hits that keep
the audiences dancing and singing along.
Comprised of professional entertainers, The ABBA Show includes: Marie Claire Follett singing and swaying as ABBA's own AnniFrid Lyngstad, Natalie Eaton singing and dancing as Agnetha Faltskog, Andy Marshall on stage as the talented Bjorn Ulvaeus on
guitar, and Jim Bob McGuinness playing keyboards and piano as Benny Andersson. Individually, members of the band have
performed globally and worked alongside many stars including Prince, Michael Jackson, Madness, Tom Jones, The James Taylor
Quartet, Belinda Carlisle, Ricky Martin, and Guns n' Roses.
The ABBA Show has played prestigious venues such as The Queen’s Jubilee Concert, London Civic Hall, Glastonbury Festival,
Wembley Arena, Theater Royal, Windsor England, and at the New Year’s Eve Celebration for the City of Dubai.
The ABBA Show will get audiences dancing, clapping, and happily singing along. This band is perfect for large concert halls,
special events, music festivals, performing arts centers, night clubs, and casino entertainment. This band can guarantee an
exciting night filled with the ABBA music that everyone loves.
“The World’s top ABBA tribute show!”
–The London Times
“Even better than the originals live!”
–The Houston Chronicle
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